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About This Game

Naninights is a point-and-click horror adventure.

You are working in a test lab, whose aim is to investigate and learn to control gifted children.

Someone accidentally left a gate open and a test subject escaped. Track him using an A.L.I.F.A. mask and limit his ability to
hunt you down.

Use gates, cubes or mirrors corresponding to the attached rooms. Remember, there are few steps for Naninight to make in each
room before he gets you.

You are going to face 3 rounds consisting of 3 phases each, and 3 rounds on Hardcore to get to the truth.

Spend power wisely, use the mirror and don’t lose your mind — it’s night time...
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The game its self is great. Game play is very explosive if you like that in a fighting game. The cross over characters are cool.
but the best part has to be how easy it is for new players to start playing. To all those people that complain about auto combos.
its effectively a "2" button fighter learn to do the manual combos not everything has to be third strike.. I played this game both
on Android and Steam. Everything about it is nice, clean and simple. Ashi is a puzzle game that lets you guide this... dragonfly?
through a landscape of candles that you can light or extinguish.

The game gets progressively harder as you move along, and what I like about it is the chilled setting (music, graphics with a
Japanese theme).

Nice way to chill in the evening.. A very enjoyable point & click game. I'm a big fan of the Cube Escape series, so I thought I
would like Rusty Lake, I was correct.

Very grim with many secrets. Totally recommended.. Another failed Early Access project. Buggy, incomplete, and abandoned
by it's developer but still being sold on Steam. Steer clear!. Love the clothes, the house is pretty solid as well. The hanging
scrolls are one of my favorite housing decorations.. Pretty nice Steampunk-styled physics puzzle.
Must have for Arcanum fans.
Graphics 4\/5
Sound 4\/5
Gameplay 5\/5
Bugs - none found during full walkthrough. (linux version). i want a refund. I played it alot - even the predecessor space tripper.
I think it is a difficult but entertaining game. It is sure worth 5\u20ac if you like old - school top down shooters. You cant learn
the steering properly in under 2 hours - no need to pay attention to reviews with a playtimetime below that.. 1609 liran\u0131n
her kuru\u015funa de\u011fer!!11!!1!1!!. Loved it, exactly what I wanted and I highly suggest it.
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There isn't really a game here. It's just "watch things fall into holes simulator". Described as a "story-based physics puzzle game"
but there's almost no story, next to no puzzling, and minimal physics interactions beyond "fall into hole".. Another potentialy
free flash game that for some reason cost money. Gets more agravating as it gets more complex. The "rules" are vague and don't
seem consistant.. Game breaking bug in the main quest: if you kill the clans base before you receive the quest, the game is
stuck.. Naked Psycho's
Top Notch Story Progression
Fantastic Atmosphere
Broken Speedrunning Accessibility

10\/10 would be Chris Walker's Little Pig again!. A great start!

I've encountered at least one glitch so far (kicker missed the ball on opening kickoff which somehow the game allowed me to
recover and carry to ball...should have been an illegal kickoff??)

Aside from this I am really pleased at the potential of this game! The stadiums seem to capture the feel of the real life locations
reasonably well and in terms of the controls, there is a good path to learning progression for new football game players such as
myself. The modding should make this a fairly reasonable facsimle of the real league experience - can't wait for updates!

I am eager to play more!. davvero molto carino , divertente e innovativo!!! consigliatissimoooooooooo
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